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Superintendent’s Report
Well we are definitely getting
plenty of basement time right now. This
should lead to a number of good
articles for future Builders Plate
newsletters.

under the stairs. We now have a 9’ x 14’
workshop, and I need to say “we” as
Harriet and I will be sharing the space.
It’s amazing how many tools both
modelers and jewelers use.

I have exchanged emails and
Facebook posts with a number of my
model railroad friends, and it sounds like
a lot of long-pushed-off projects are
getting completed. Everything from
expanding freight car fleets, to new
drop ceilings, to new flooring in
workshops or crew lounges. I had
hoped to have the rest of my layout
moved, but it looks like that is going to
have to wait until we are done “social
distancing.”
So, I’m focusing on getting my
workshop set up. I’ve never had a
dedicated workshop. It’s always been a
table or a desk in a corner or crammed

Next Membership Events:
As the Division 12 board of directors is concerned for the health and safety of our
members, we have decided to suspend membership meetings at this time. We will issue
advice on later meetings as events unfold. Our decision was based on Pennsylvania’s
statewide COVID-19 mitigation efforts announced by the governor on March 17, 2020.
Please, before heading to any events, especially train shows, check their website to see if
they are still occurring! Many state and local officials are limiting the number of folks that
can attend events. Please be aware of and follow all protocols from the CDC and state
and local officials.
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I did get my shelves with the
pegboard back set up and some boxes
unpacked.

Stay safe and stay healthy.
Happy Model Railroading!
Bradley White
Superintendent, MCR Division 12

Division 12, MCR, NMRA, Inc.
The Alleghany Western Division:
Expanding your model railroading horizons
Please visit our website: www.div12mcr.org

I have included a few photos to
prove it. Here is a photo of some of the
walls waiting for more pegboard.

Or

NMRAAlleghanyWesternDivision

Meetings
Membership meetings typically include
announcements and limited business;
“What’s On Your Workbench,” during which
members share what they have been
working on; and educational model
railroad related programs, presentations, or
clinics.

NMRA: https://www.nmra.org/
Mid Central Region:
http://www.midcentral-regionnmra.org/
Division 12 Superintendent:
Superintendent@div12mcr.org
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Officers and BOD

The Northern Express:

MCR Regional Convention 2021

Superintendent: Brad White —
superintendent@div12mcr.org

Save the Dates: May 20-23, 2021

Assistant Superintendent: Mike Hauk –
ap@div12mcr.org
Clerk/Treasurer: Dave Ellis —
clerk@div12mcr.org
Board of Directors: Rob Bennett, Doug
Sandmeyer, Chris Mincemoyer

Division 12 Upcoming
Events

The Ambassador Center:
I-90 Exit 24 – 7794 Peach Street, Erie, Pennsylvania
• Clinics
• Contests
• Model Railroads on
Display
• Ops-Sessions
• Model Railroad Tours
• Company Store and White
Elephant Sale

• Prototype and
Industrial Tours
• General Interest
Tours
• Non-rail Activities
• Raffle
• Saturday Night
Banquet

April: Membership Meeting: April 18, (not the
second Saturday) from 1:00 – 4:00 PM at
Cambridge Springs Trolley Station has been
cancelled!
May: Membership Meeting: May 9, ALCO –
Brooks Locomotive Display at Chautauqua
County Fairgrounds, Dunkirk, NY. Program:
Guided tour by Roger Schulenberg. The status
of this event is uncertain at this time!
May: Steel City Express, MCR Convention: May
28 - 31, information available at:
https://www.keystonedivision.org/convention/index.html

Division 12 is scheduled to host a Northern
Express table, provide volunteers, and
participate in the T-TRAK layout. While the
website is still open for registration for this
event, the status of COVID-19 mitigation efforts
at that point in the future is unclear.

Upcoming Model Railroad
Events
Links to additional upcoming model railroad
events as they develop can be found on the
Division 12 Website: http://www.div12mcr.org
At this point in time, no public events are
happening in the tri-state area.
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Division 12 Updates
The division, like much in our lives,
has been impacted by the reaction to
the unfolding Coronavirus pandemic.
Division 12 activities for the near future
have been suspended or postponed.
The status of events as we move into
later spring and summer is unclear. We
will continue to keep the membership
informed through our website and
future Builder’s Plates. As Brad White
mentioned in his Superintendent’s
Letter, many model railroaders are using
the “stay home” time to work on their
railroads or hobby areas.
Several potential new members
attended our March membership
meeting. The formal membership
meeting minutes for the March meeting
are available at:
http://www.div12mcr.org/documents/.
At the meeting, Mike Hauk, the
assistant superintendent, unveiled a
framed print of the commissioned
artwork to be raffled at the Northern
Express, the 2021 MCR convention that
we are hosting in Erie. The artwork to be
raffled is an original watercolor by Chris
Olden of Train 581 leaving the Erie
platform. Mike mentioned that the artist
had also created ten signed and
numbered prints of the painting and
that they were available at a
reasonable cost. Several were spoken
for at the meeting, and the
membership appeared quite pleased
with the artwork.
Brad White thanked the
volunteers who helped out at the Erie
Train Show, Dave Ellis reminded folks of
volunteers needed for our big events

coming up in the fall and 2021, and
Brad reminded us all (with a focus on
the new members) of the NMRA
members’ benefits programs with
discounts on orders from a number of
vendors. The details around the NMRA
Partnership Program are published
monthly here in the Builder’s Plate.
We had a number of submissions
for the “What’s On My Workbench”
portion of the meeting:
1. Jerry Longo shared a scale model of
the Presque Isle Fog Signal Station
that he scratch built.
2. Scott Pelinsky shared two underconstruction scratch built barges as
well as an HO scale transfer caboose
and locomotive. Mitch Pelinsky
shared a scratch built coal company
lean-to building. These contributions
from our newest members are seen
below.

3. Doug Sandmeyer shared an O Scale
mine tipple and head frame.
4. Chris Mincemoyer shared an HO
scale diorama including several
craftsman kit structures that he has
been working on.
5. Larry Dodge shared a book on and
his memories of visiting Bailey Yard,
the world’s largest railroad yard.
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For the main program, Mike Hauk
presented a PowerPoint on static grass,
how static grass guns work, different tips
and tricks for using static grass, as well
as sharing small dioramas showing the
results.
Afterwards, we adjourned to the
back room where he had a hands-on
station set up for members to try several
different static grass guns and types of
flock. The handout to the presentation is
posted on our website:
https://www.div12mcr.org/presentations/

The photo above shows one of
our members preparing to add
additional layers of static grass using
cheap, unscented hairspray during the
hands-on session.
Thank you,
Dave Ellis
clerk@div12mcr.org

Social Committee Report
Brunch before our March 7
meeting was held at 11:00 AM at the
Venango General Store. Once again
we shared a good meal and
conversation. Unfortunately our April

meeting is canceled so we’ll plan
another get together when meetings
resume.
Thanks to those that volunteered
to help at the Erie Train Show in
Waldameer's Rainbow Gardens March
1. Joining me in the kitchen were: Jerry
& Emily Longo, Al Reibel, Chris
Mincemoyer, Larry & Wendy Dodge,
Mike Hauk, and Dave Ellis. I am happy
we helped make the spring train show a
success.
We have plenty of 'Save The
Date' cards for the Northern Express
2021 to hand out at future
events. Please let a Division officer or
me know if you want some and we’ll
distribute them the next time we
meet. Recently Chris and Dave added
a tab to our web page for the MiniMeet and for the Northern
Express. Linked to each tab is a PDF
flyer for each event to share online or in
print.
Save the date for our annual
summer picnic on Saturday, June 13,
2020. A Facebook event for it is on our
group page. Also Alex, the
administrator for both the Westfield Rail
Park page and the Erie PA Rail Fanning
group added the picnic as an event to
the Westfield page and shared it as a
post on the Erie Rail group site. In his
event description it says: ‘R J wanted
me to note that the Port-a-Johns will be
available this year!’ The Independent
Railroaders, the Conewango Switch
Tenders, and the Lakeshore Model
Railroad Association all plan to
attend. I’ll ask for RSVPs closer to the
event date.
Thank you,
Lee Farnsworth
Social Committee Chairman
social@div12mcr.org
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Mentoring in Division 12

Milk Trains Book Review

After discussing several approaches to
offering mentoring in the division, we
came up with starting a list of members
who felt comfortable mentoring on
specific topics. To contact the mentors
either email the clerk
(clerk@div12mcr.org) who will forward
your email or contact them directly.

Milk Trains and Traffic by Jeff Wilson,
published by Kalmbach Media 2019,
ISBN: 978-1-62700-696-5

•
•
•
•

Brad White: DCC, Signaling
Dave Ellis: Backdrops
Ed Blenner: Scenery
Doug Sandmeyer: Benchwork,
Wiring, Soldering

Committee Chairs and
Volunteer Positions:

Achievement Program: Mike Hauk
ap@div12mcr.org
Newsletter: Dave Ellis
clerk@div12mcr.org
Operations Coordinator: Dale Desser
operations@div12mcr.org
Social Committee: Lee Farnsworth
social@div12mcr.org
T-Trak: Doug Sandmeyer
ttrak@div12mcr.org
Webmaster: Chris Mincemoyer
webeditor@div12mcr.org

Milk Trains and Traffic, authored
by Jeff Wilson, is the latest installment of
Kalmbach's "Guide to Industries Series".
I have some, but not all, of the prior
books in this series, and Milk Trains
follows the previous books in both style
and content. The book is 95 pages long,
including the index, and is heavily
illustrated with photos, mostly black and
white.
The introduction lays out a brief
summary of the milk industry, with its
relation to the development and history
of U.S. railroads, and lightly touches on
the application to railroad modeling.
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The six following chapters divide
the broad topic of milk trains and traffic
into manageable sub-headings,
beginning with the history of milk and
dairy production and its growth in
parallel with the major cities of the East
coast. Subsequent chapters discuss
dairy processing plants and creameries,
a brief history of railroad-owned milk
cars, private owner milk tank cars and
their lessees, and milk train operations.
The final chapter covers milk and dairy
trucks.
Milk Trains does an excellent job
giving a broad overview of the milk
industry and its intersection with the
railroads over the years, and it would be
a good starting point for anyone
interested in learning about the subject.
In particular model railroaders desiring
to add milk operations to their model
railroads will find the book an excellent
starting resource. It is a fairly quick read,
and the numerous photos are very
clearly reproduced for the most part.
Many of the photos are quite
inspirational for a steam-era fan such as
myself, but might be less thrilling for a
modern-era modeler. I was a bit
disappointed at the absence of any
milk car or creamery plans, but as these
would be very railroad- and locationspecific, the omission is understandable
in such a broad overview of the subject.
Also, the chapter on milk
operations by necessity is relatively
superficial, being very individually
dependent on the particular railroad
and era. Despite the "lightness" of the
particulars, the chapter does illustrate
very well how varied milk operations
were between different railroads and in
different eras. The chapter on milk cars
is also very illustrative in demonstrating

the wide differences in the appearance
of milk cars between different railroads.
There is no discussion of specific milk car
models, however.
Finally, in my view, the very
comprehensive bibliography may be
the most useful chapter in the entire
book. Any modeler whose appetite for
milk operations is whetted by Mr.
Wilson's work can spend hours and days
tracking down and reading his primary
sources. The easiest to review might be
the many articles archived online from
RailModel Journal. These articles dig
much more deeply into more railroadand era-specific details that could not
be included in Wilson's more general
overview.
In summary, Milk Trains and Traffic
is an excellent starting place for anyone
interested in the milk industry and its
relationship to U. S. railroads. As an
overview, the book must necessarily be
superficial in some regard, but the
superb bibliography can be put to very
good use by the modeler whose
appetite for more detailed information
is stimulated by completing the book.
Mike Hauk

Brick and Mortar Hobby
Stores in Division 12
Right now is not the time to travel
to visit a hobby store, but when the
COVID-19 restrictions are lifted, the local
shops could use your support. When
the time comes to visit them, let them
know you are a member of the NMRA
and you learned about them from the
Division 12 newsletter.
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Terry’s Train Shop
1739 Foote Ave Ext.
Jamestown, NY 14701

If you are using this time to work
on your railroad, and you find that you
do need essential supplies to finish a
project, check out the NMRA
Partnership Program for online supplier
possibilities.

716-397-5545

NMRA Partnership Program
East Dyke Depot
332 E. Dyke Street
Wellsville, NY 14895
585-593-0005

Bova’s Music and Train Shoppe
31 McClurg Street
Westfield, NY 14787
716-326-6891

Brick and Mortar Hobby
Stores Near Division 12

The NMRA Partnership Program is a member
benefit that truly has a tangible payback. The
NMRA has partnered with model railroad
manufacturers of all sizes, giving them exposure
on the NMRA website in return for receiving
generous discounts for NMRA members all year
long. Some provide members with special
codes, others prefer a phone or email order, but
all appreciate the additional business from our
members.
For complete descriptions of the partners, the
discount they offer, and instructions on applying
the discount on your order visit the NMRA
Partnership website
(https://www.nmra.org/partnerships). If you are
not signed in as a member, you will only see a
list of the partners offering the discounts. To see
the instructions on how to apply the discounts
you need to register or log in as a registered
member.

Hobby Express
www.hobbyexpressinc.com
1713 Route 228
Cranberry Twp., PA 16066
Mercer Junction
https://mercerjunction.com

The Builder’s Plate is a publication of Division 12, Mid Central
Region, NMRA. All opinions expressed are those of the
authors, and do not necessarily reflect those of Division 12,
the MCR, or the NMRA.
Editor: David Ellis
Copyeditor/Proofreader: Renee Reilly

151 North Diamand Street
Mercer, PA 16137
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Scratch Building with the
Structure Guy:
Part 2: Making Paper
Structures with Ghost Signs
Bill Schopf
In the years before television and
mass-market magazines, signs were the
only way companies could sell to the
public. These signs were not always just
billboards. Often entire walls of buildings
sported advertisements.

To effectively re-create the 1940s or
earlier eras, modelers need to use signage
in noticeable ways on their railroads. For
example, George Sellios, the grandaddy of
miniature railroads, made large advertising
signs a signature on his famous depressionera Franklin and South Manchester layout.
Sellios would apply signs perhaps one
hundred or more scale feet long by several
stories high. He did this by the tried-and-true
method of locating a desirable sign in a
magazine or book, cutting it out, sanding it
thin, and then gluing it to the wall. Since
Sellios, countless modelers have followed
his methods.

"ghost signs". Several years ago when I was
building a large urban scene on my
Baltimore and Lehigh RR, I discovered ghost
signs on Google Images and, in particular,
a website that featured high resolution
photos of buildings with fascinating
signage. The site -- drkenjones.com -- is a
must-see for anyone interested in modeling
the distant past.
Basically, a ghost sign is defined as
any old large sign on a building wall that
has either remained intact over time or has
faded or perhaps been obscured by other
signs painted over them. Take a drive
through the lower Parade Street area in Erie
and you will see many of these old faded
signs on side walls and store fronts ranging
from common ads for Coca Cola to unique
business signs.
Ken Jones on his website has
created a huge library of ghost sign
Americana. He travels the country and
photographs interesting signs and then
stores them on his website state-by-state.
Click on Ohio, for example, and you can
peruse signs on buildings in towns from
Ashtabula to Xenia. In the last couple of
years he has probably doubled or tripled
the number of images to over eight
thousand on his website. It is a fascinating
virtual library.
So how does this apply to modeling?
Simple. It provides a unique and different
way of building structures. Instead of using
styrene or wood siding to create buildings,
we can print out Internet images, size them
to our preference, print them on quality
photo paper, cut them out and glue on
cardstock, and -- presto, we have unique
buildings.

This is one way of making signs. But
there is another way. It involves Googling
the Internet for pictures of buildings with
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Notice the photos of several of these
paper buildings I have made. The Little
Pittsburgh Saloon and the brick hotel with
the weekly rates embossed on the front
wall are located on my infamous Folsom
Avenue redlight district in East Centralia.
The Champa Bar, Lee's Drug Store and
Knights of Pythias building are on my
narrow gauge layout currently under
construction. (Writer's Note: I apologize for
the skewed angles of these last three
buildings. As they are fastened into place
on the layout and have a station two
inches in front of them, I was not able to
get the camera low enough to get a
normal viewing angle. That explains the
odd angle. In actuality, the walls are square
and 90 degrees! They really are!)
A disclaimer before we go on. I do
not know how to use Photoshop or similar
software nor do I have a program like this
on my computer. In a project like this,
Photoshop would be a godsend because it
would allow you to straighten out viewing
angles of buildings and square them up. It
could also eliminate unwanted details from
the photo -- two huge advantages users of
this software will have. Those who use
Photoshop will also have a much broader
selection of buildings to choose from. And
they will see tons of other possibilities. I
encourage users of this software to submit
to the Builder's Plate their experiences with
photo editing.

So how can you build unique
structures like these? First, go the
drkenjones.com website and be prepared
to spend a couple of hours looking around.
It gets addictive. If you are not a Photoshop
guy, find photos of walls that face straight
on. You don't want to use a photo of a
building front taken from down the street,
for example. It will be skewed and not
usable. The corners of the wall in the photo
must be 90 degrees or very close. Find
photos that do not have clutter in front of
them -- people, vehicles, fire hydrants,
bushes, power lines, etc. There are lots and
lots of buildings on the website that meet
these criteria. You will not be limited, I
guarantee you. And you might find a photo
of a sidewall that you can convert to a
front wall on your structure. Be flexible and
imaginative.
Also, do not limit yourself to one
geographic area in your search. I found a
great building for my eastern Pennsylvania
anthracite layout from Victor, Colorado. I
thought it was perfect -- the Little Pittsburgh
Saloon. It had the Pennsylvania name and I
could add an eastern Pennsylvania beer
sign to its end wall and no one would be
the wiser that this building was actually
located in a mining town in the Colorado
mountains. I have found photos of buildings
from Kentucky, Georgia and Indiana that fit
perfectly for my eastern Pennsylvania look.
So look around. You might find something
from Vermont or Louisiana that would be
great for your Pennsylvania town of Erie,
Corry, Greenville, or whereever.
Now once you have found a photo
of a ghost sign wall that you like, fire up
your printer and make a throw-away black
and white print on cheap copy paper.
Don't waste expensive color ink and pricey
photo paper on this step. All you want to
accomplish here is to determine the size of
the printed image. And don't worry about
not having a laser printer for this project.
Inkjet printers work great. If you use a
nonwater base glue later like Weldwood
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contact cement to glue the image on to a
subwall of cardstock or a piece of wood,
the inkjet ink will absolutely not run.
Next, decide on the size you want
the building front to be on your layout. You
will most likely have to shrink it, although
sometimes the image will need to be
enlarged to fit your desire. Here you will
need to use the circular proportional scale
(see photo). These are available at most
hobby and craft stores.

Now adjust your printer options. I use
a Mac and the process in Windows may
well be different. On the Mac, I look for the
option to use Photo quality paper and the
option that allows for the best print. Once
those are selected, insert a sheet of photo
quality paper. Just make sure that the
paper is a matte finish, not glossy. You can
also use presentation paper. Images on
presentation paper and photo paper are
virtually identical. And the presentation
paper is far cheaper. Office supply stores
stock all these papers.
Also, the thickness or weight of the
paper stock you use is not an issue as you
will later glue the image to your sub wall to
reinforce it. My Brother inkjet will not handle
thick stock. Inkjets will not move heavier
papers through their rollers. You will have to
use a laser printer to print heavy sixty-five to
one hundred pound stock. I just use regular
twenty-four pound photo paper.

Using this proportional scale is pretty
straightforward. You simply slide the line
with the size of the original under the line
with the size of the desired reproduction
and read the percentage of reduction or
enlargement. As an easy example, if the
image on your printout is ten inches long
and you want a building five inches long,
you will see that the reduction factor is fifty
percent. So simply set your printer to scale
down to fifty percent. As another example,
if the length of the image is four inches and
you want an image eight inches long for
your layout building, the enlargement
factor will be two hundred percent. If the
size of the image is the same as what you
want, don't do anything. Just print it.

Once the image is printed, cut it out.
To avoid having to make two sets of fine
cuts, I do the trimming in two steps. First
take a pair of scissors and cut all around
the image about an inch wider than your
building outline. Then take Weldwood
contact cement or your glue of choice. I
would strongly recommend not using
Elmer's white glue or any water base glue
because of the inevitable warping that will
occur. Glue to a standard piece of
cardstock probably about 3/64” or so thick.
You want something rigid and thick enough
that the depth of the windows and doors
you will later add will not stick out the back
of the paper and interfere with the rest of
the construction. Take a roller, place wax
paper over the image so the glue will not
leak onto the roller and roll back and forth
to get an even strong glue joint. Let it dry
for a couple of hours.
Then take a sharp hobby knife and
straight edge and cut out the building
shape you have chosen. When finished,
take a black Sharpie and from the
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backside of the photo "paint" the
cardboard's edges black. You do not want
the white glare of the edge sticking out on
the finished model. The black edge will
disappear when viewed. Do not use the
Sharpie from the front edge because you
may slip and the pen will slide down the
front of the image ruining it.
A dead give-a-way that you have a
paper building on your layout is the paper
windows. To solve this problem, if your
image has windows, measure their size and
locate a commercial plastic window in your
drawer of parts that is just slightly larger in
height and width than the window in the
picture. Trim out the window openings, add
a commercial window like those made by
Tichy and your structure wall will look almost
painted.
It takes some time to do this but
measure on the backside where you want
to make your cuts. Be very precise here. I
always measure in thirty-seconds of an
inch. When cutting avoid bringing your
knife too far along the line of the cut. I do
this part this way. Make two or three cuts
from the top left corner down and then flip
it over and make two or three cuts from the
bottom left corner up. Make sure each time
you stop the point of the knife just before
you get into the corner. Cut until you can
feel the knife breaking through the sub wall.
Do the same thing for the other three sides
of the opening. When all the openings are
cut out, insert and glue the windows and
doors pre-painted the color of your choice.
Add shades and some "glass" and you're
done.

The Lee's Drug Store building had
four such openings. To help create the
effect of a depression-era Colorado
mountain town, I cut out the openings and
inserted the windows but then took thin
sheets of wood veneer to represent
plywood and boarded up the windows to
give the effect of a hardscrabble Main
Street business that lost the struggle to stay
solvent.
Perhaps your building has no
windows but you want to add some. This
was the case with the hotel in the photo.
Along the top half of the front brick wall, I
spaced out five openings for stock windows
that I had and cut them out. Then I simply
glued in the pre-painted windows, added
shades and "glass," and created needed
three-dimensional depth. To further
enhance depth I added two Tichy fire
escapes and ladders and placed some
people on the fire escape taking in the
scene below. The two-dimensional paper
look vanished. And with the lettering
already on the wall, I didn't have to worry
about the fiddly task of applying dry
transfer letters.
Now to create the finished four-sided
building -- here I had lots of options. For the
sidewall on the hotel, I got ritzy and found
another image on the drkenjones site of a
wall with a ghost sign for the Rex Hotel. Now
my building would have a name. I printed
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out this image, after sizing it to fit the height
of the front wall.

On the Little Pittsburgh Saloon I used pieces
of distressed clapboard siding for the two
side walls that were dry brushed gray over
a heavy coating of India ink and alcohol to
give a strong weathered effect. I then
added the Bartel's beer sign to enhance
the saloon's local flavor. If the back of the
building would never be seen, I could leave
it blank. Or I could dress it up with some
kind of siding in case I ever wanted to
photograph it from the back side. Here I
could use another paper product,
clapboard or metal siding or tarpaper or
whatever. It is pretty much straightforward
construction from now on. Finish the walls
and add a roof.

The Knights of Pythius building
presented a real challenge. The windows
all had curved brick arches and would

have been tedious at best to cut out with
my X-acto knife and then glue in
replacements that fit snugly. The oddly
shaped doors on the first floor presented
more trimming issues. So I tried something I
had never done before. By luck I had some
old GrandtLine windows with brick arches
and some oddly shaped doors that
somehow were the exact size of those on
the print. So I simply darkened out the
openings with a black Sharpie, pre-painted
my plastic windows and doors the colors I
wanted and glued them directly on to the
print. This added a strong three-dimensional
pop, and from two or three feet away no
one would ever be able to detect what I
had done.
With the front wall done and the side
walls figured out, it is pretty much
straightforward construction from now on.
Finish the remaining three walls and add a
roof. Finally, detail the building however
you desire. For the Rex Hotel, I added a Bar
Mills roof shed. Don't forget chimneys or
piping on the roof. A couple of figures
placed in front of the building will spice up
things. You could even have workers tarring
the roof or painters on a scaffold. All of this
will make the two dimensional paper you
used as a start disappear.
The point is that by using these
methods you can now have a totally
unique building that probably no one else
in the country has. These are the kinds of
buildings that greatly enhance a layout
because they are so different. So use your
imagination. Spend a lot of time at the
drkenjones site or just googling "ghost signs"
on Google Images. New stuff appears
daily. And you never know what treasures
you might find.
Happy building! And maybe share
your results with us here on the Builder's
Plate or at our monthly meetings.
Next month the Structure Guy will continue
to look at ways to use paper products to
produce novel and different structures.
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My New Favorite Tool – The
Tamiya Electric Handy Drill
In the past months, I jumped feetfirst into what I thought would be a
relatively simple scratch building project
that would lead to progress on both my
model railroad and the path to the
Master Builder-Cars AP certificate.

Instead of an Fk, I used the overall
dimensions of an older Fh car, as this
car used a 5-foot wheelbase archbar
truck, rather than the standard 5’6”
wheelbase. I have a number of Tahoe
5-foot trucks that are based on a truck
from the late 1800s, which I felt would
be appropriate for a second or thirdhand car.
Anyway, the photos of the
prototype cars show numerous bolt
heads and nuts and washers of various
sizes all over the car. To make an
accurate car with the proper “texture”
would require drilling numerous holes for
the proper NBW castings, grab irons,
etc. By my count, each car would
require eighty such holes. For eight cars,
that’s 640 holes. That’s a lot of wrist-work
with a pin vise, to say the least.

The project would encompass six
to eight cars, all deriving from the same
basic flatcar foundation. At least six cars
would be a type of wood-rack car that
would haul cut wood (known as “4-foot
wood”) to a wood chemical plant on
my layout. All those could count as one
“car type” toward the AP requirement
of four different car types. Another
would remain a simple flatcar, and one
more would become a small crane-flat.
My railroad had examples of each of
these, and I have photos to guide the
building of each. These would count as
3 of the 4 car types required. At least
one has to be a passenger car, so that
would be handled separately.
Having no actual drawings, I used
a melding of my photos and known
dimensions of a similar early PRR
wooden flatcar. I was guided in this
effort by Dave Vinci’s article on scratch
building a PRR Fk class flatcar in The
Keystone Modeler No.42 January 2007.
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Enter the Tamiya Electric Handy
Drill! Fellow division member, Dale
Desser, clued me in to this handy
device. The heart of the drill is a small
electric motor driven by two AA
batteries. Internal reduction gears keep
the drill speed low enough to prevent
melting of styrene, and there is
adequate torque to easily drill through
styrene, resin, and soft wood. I have not
tried to drill thin brass, though I think with
patience and some lubrication such as
beeswax, the drill may be able to
handle it.

The drill come as a kit, and
therefore requires assembly. However,
like most higher-end Japanese model
kits, the parts fit together with ease and
precision, and the instructions are quite
easy to follow. Once assembled, the
drill is very solid in the hand, and most
importantly, the drill shaft spins very,
very true.
Two adjustable chucks are
supplied with the kit. However, even the
smallest is too large to secure the
smaller bit sizes needed for HO scale
grab irons and NBW castings.
Accordingly, I would recommend

obtaining a smaller chuck from MicroMark for using the smaller drill sizes.

I am using Micro-Mark’s Micro Drill
Chuck part #60301. The round shaft of
this chuck fits securely in the larger
Tamiya chuck supplied with the drill and
also spins quite true. I have used this
arrangement with bits down to #79 with
excellent results.

As you can see from the photos,
I’m well-along in getting the grab irons
and NBW castings in place on my first
trial flatcar.
In summary, I can highly
recommend the Tamiya Electric Handy
Drill. It makes drilling grab iron and NBW
holes a breeze, especially coupled with
the Micro-Mark chuck.
Mike Hauk
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The Golden Spike Award

confusing topic of “trackage” within the
Qualifications Checklist.

The founding officers of Division
12 had planned to focus on the
Achievement Program (AP) since its
inception as a new division of the Mid
Central Region of the NMRA. The
Golden Spike Award is often seen as a
way to enter the NMRA AP. Since Brad
White and I had been working on a
program reviewing the details of the
Golden Spike for our now canceled
April membership meeting, I decided to
discuss the award here in the Builder’s
Plate.

Rationale
You may be asking, “Why would
a Division 12 member go for the Golden
Spike Award?”
Perhaps you have heard that the
AP is too hard or too involved with too
much paperwork. Try the Golden Spike
as a first taste of the process; it is very
straightforward. By going for the Golden
Spike one gains familiarity with different
aspects of the hobby. If you are new to
the hobby, it provides a guideline. If you
are new to the Achievement Program,
it is an introduction based on a
selection of different AP categories that
are layout focused. If you have a
layout, it might already qualify.

Brad went for (and earned) his Golden Spike
before taking down the Chautauqua Branch for
his move.

In particular, I want to clarify some
confusion I have heard expressed
about the award starting with a
rationale (or series of rationales) and
then moving on to the relatively

Award for my HO modules in Seattle

While I don’t qualify for a second
Golden Spike, I am using its
requirements as a guideline to improve
my skills and to motivate myself with
some set goals for my attic railroad.
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What I have been calling
“supercharging the Golden Spike”
involves combining its requirements with
my own standards and allows me to
explore AP standards to find out what
“floats my boat.” In addition to
improving my standards of layout
quality, I am finding out what I might
enjoy enough to push towards contest
quality. The Golden Spike Award does
not have involved paperwork, judging,
or merit award point requirements, but it
does have some qualifications or
requirements. The NMRA’s one-page
explanation and link to the application
are found at:
https://www.nmra.org/golden-spike-award

In my mind, the main rationale for
the Golden Spike is that it demonstrates
a transition from someone “playing with
trains” to becoming a scale model
railroader. As a bonus, you get to see
your name in the NMRA Magazine, and
it reflects well on the region and Division
12.

One box to be checked from the
Qualifications Checklist includes the
phrase “three types of trackage
required (e.g. turnout, crossing,
crossover, etc.).” Trackage, on one
hand, can refer to specific kinds of
commercial track such as a turnout or a
crossing. It also can refer to kinds of
track or track features found on the
prototype beyond mainline track such
as passing track, spur, yard ladder, etc.
A fairly extensive list of these track work
features is found in the Model Railroad
Engineer - Civil AP requirements. This
second use of trackage, combined with
the caveat that the three types do not
have to be different, leads to a clearer
understanding of what would qualify.
For example, a passing track and a spur
track with three commercial turnouts
would qualify. A simple ladder with
three tracks requiring three turnouts
would qualify.

Trackage and Confusion
In going through the Qualifications
Checklist, one needs to demonstrate
some skill to “qualify.” Honestly though,
without scoring, rubrics, or judging, the
qualifying can be fairly subjective.
Adding to the built-in subjectivity is a
certain amount of confusion in
terminology between the website and
the checklist. This is perhaps most
obvious in the Engineering section with
the term “trackage.”

West side of the passing track on the
unscenicked side of my layout

In addition to the types required,
the trackage “must be properly
ballasted and on proper roadbed.”
Having worked with our AP chairman,
whether the track is considered a part
of the properly-ballasted component
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here or the scenery component in the
Setting section, some attempt towards
weathering it is a look-for for
qualification here in the division.
Ballasting is already a stated
requirement; why not paint the rails and
ties first? In my experience, painting the
track is significantly easier than doing a
really good job ballasting.

and spur with three turnouts properly
ballasted on cork roadbed using
commercial track meets the
requirements.
Working towards the award can
provide motivation, specific guidelines,
and goals. It can also open the doors to
the Achievement Program to
experienced modelers or to relative
newcomers to the hobby.
Dave Ellis

To publish the Builder’s Plate
we need submissions!

Ballasting started on the side of the railroad on
which I am working towards a Golden Spike
“equivalency.”

Trackage shows up in a third area
of the checklist: it “must be properly
wired so that two trains can be
operated simultaneously.” Again, either
of the two examples from above would
work whether set up in DCC or DC with
an isolated section. A passing track
would allow two trains to operate at the
same time, and a ladder coming off a
mainline would serve that function as
well.
Try not to make the Golden Spike
harder than it really is: despite somewhat
confusing terminology, a passing track

Modeler’s tips, modeler’s projects, the
“Modeler’s Workbench” column, or any other
railroad or modeling related stories make
excellent submissions. Any member can submit
a short article. Share what you have been
working on!
To make our membership meetings less
business-focused and include more model
railroading fun, we also need reports from the
officers and committee chairs submitted to the
Builder’s Plate.
Builder's Plate encourages Division 12
members to share their favorite YouTube videos
or DVDs. The more you share, the more the rest
of us can learn from the modeling masters that
are out there. Give it a shot in the coming
months and tell us what you've been watching
"At the Movies."

Write it up and submit it as a minimally
formatted Word document attached to an
email to clerk@div12mcr.org. Photos are best
formatted as JPEGs.
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